1.

What do you think?

Chang Yew (middle)

2.

Vocabulary

Fill in the blanks in the sentences below using words from the box.
ethnic
consumption
stoker

contributions
heritage
crew

chef
emerges
artisans

diaspora
perception

1. The person who puts the coal into the furnace (firebox) of a steamship or
train is a ______________________.
2. The cabin ____________ are the air hostesses and stewards that work on a
plane. This word also describes the people who work on a ship.
3. When something becomes visible (we can see it) we say it ______________.
4. _____________ are skilled workers who are good at making things with
their hands. They make things such as leather goods and ceramics.
5. Our _____________ is made up of our cultural traditions, historic buildings
and things that have been passed down from previous generations.
6. The spreading out of any people who leave their homeland to live in a new
country is called the _________________.
7. The act of eating, drinking or using up something. The _______________
of coffee is increasing in Hong Kong.
8. A _____________ is someone who cooks food in a restaurant or on a ship.
They are seen as more skilled than “cooks”.
9. A subgroup of people with the same cultural identity who live in a larger
group. Indians and Chinese and West Indians make up some of the largest
___________________ groups in the UK.
10. _______________________ is our awareness and how we see something.
My view of the UK is different to yours.
11. Many foreigners have made great __________________ (given things that
have helped to advance the nation) to the UK.

2. Vocabulary
Fill in the blanks in the sentences below using words from the box.
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1. The person who puts the coal into the furnace (firebox) of a steamship or
train is a stoker.
2. The cabin crew are the air hostesses and stewards that work on a plane. This
word also describes the people who work on a ship.
3. When something becomes visible (we can see it) we say it emerges.
4. Artisans are skilled workers who are good at making things with their hands.
They make things such as leather goods and ceramics.
5. Our heritage is made up of our cultural traditions, historic buildings and
things that have been passed down from previous generations.
6. The spreading out of any people who leave their homeland to live in a new
country is called the diaspora.
7. The act of eating, drinking or using up something. The consumption of
coffee is increasing in Hong Kong.
8. A chef is someone who cooks food in a restaurant or on a ship. They are
seen as more skilled than “cooks”.
9. A subgroup of people with the same cultural identity who live in a larger
group. Indians and Chinese and West Indians make up some of the largest
ethnic groups in the UK.
10. Perception is our awareness and how we see something. My view of the
UK is different to yours.
11. Many foreigners have made great contributions (given things that have
helped to advance the nation) to the UK.

